
You’re an Audacious
#ActionShero!

Congratulations!

Who You Are...
Hey Shero!

You are a volcano of greatness ready to erupt! But your message is muted, your 
visibility blurred and your purpose frustrated by confusing marketing tactics, 
intimidating technology and poor processes and systems.

What can I say, you’re pretty awesome! At this stage of your journey you are focused on 
growth and creating profitable momentum.

You’ve been in business for 3 years or more and you want to make money and are 
making between $50k -$100k (or less) either from your business, retirement or day job.

You’ve been around the web a time or three! You’ve made some waves and had 
some clients, but your income is inconsistent.

You’ve yet to reach the heights of your own favorite marketing mentors and heroes. 
You’re juggling a bunch of hats… the CEO, Chief Marketing Officer, Customer Service 
Rep & Online Business Manager and it’s beginning to become a huge drain.

You know all the buzz words and strategies SEO, PR (articles), social media, newsletters, 
videos, blogs etc… the problem is, you’ve tried them all at some point and are still 
getting no results. You are frustrated and ready to get off the hamster wheel.

You’ve probably tried hiring Virtual Assistants and other contractors, but struggled 
when it came to delegating. You tend to seek out budget friendly support out of the 
pursuit of getting more for less or because some life event has made money tight for 
you.



This is either because you’ve been burned before, tend to be price focused versus value 
focused or have depleted your bank account investing in products and people that 
produced NO meaningful results.

The good news is, you’re ready and able to take action and do whatever it takes to see 
your dream and purpose fulfilled. But, because of limited financial resources and being 
burned by poor investment choices before, you are not always willing to invest at the 
level and in the people you need to accelerate your results.

Girrrrl… there’s a lot going on with you at this stage.

What’s keeping you from showing up for the people who need you NOW while 
making a good living doing what you love?

Maybe it’s the crowded kitchen of “celebrity” experts teaching, advising (and 
sometimes guilt-ing) you to blog, pin, tweet, scope, blab or Instagram your little 
heart out.

And, because you’re all about taking action to manifest your dream, you try to do it all.

Yet, despite all the time and money you’ve invested…
• You’re working twice as hard (and spending wayyy too much time plastered to your 

computer , tablet or smart phone) for little to no results… 

• Your list isn’t growing… 

• You’re not making the money you want and… 

• Life’s curve balls keep interfering with your best intentions to dig yourself out of your 
marketing rut…

What You May be Experiencing... 

Overwhelm (Stuck-ness), Lack of Visibility & Cash Flow…



Right now you probably…

• Need help, but figuring out what to delegate and how to manage a team feels 
intimidating and overwhelming… 

• Want to keep in touch with your list and do more marketing but don’t have the time 
or desire to create content… 

• Have a website, products and services that give the appearance of success when 
you’re really secretly struggling to make a money month after month… 

• Feel overwhelmed and confused around what to market, and waste hours behind 
the computer doing a lot of stuff that just isn’t bringing in clients and cash… 

• Are ready to go bigger and reach more people, but you’re having trouble owning your 
own voice & uniqueness to spread your message… 

• Suffer from “invisibility“– You struggle to keep up with content creation to stay in 
front of your target audience… 

• Find bringing on new clients to be time-consuming and lapses in email 
communication threaten your credibility and professionalism… 

• Are jumping from one idea to another hoping something will make you money… 

• Are giving away your time for free or chasing clients who can’t or won’t pay you what 
you’re worth…

• Have great “wake you up in the middle of the night” ideas that you want to get out 
of your head and into the world now, but are confused about how to execute the 
wealth of options available to you…

• Give away your time and services for free due to lack of confidence…
• Are spending time and money on hyped up marketing tactics that don’t produce 

results…
• Feel overwhelm due to lack of structure and poor time and energy management 

habits…
• Unable to take action on creative ideas, so they lose steam or don’t happen at all, you 

end up exhausted…



Profitable Momentum to be exact…

At this stage you just want to make money consistently so you can feel like you have a 
real business that can pay the bills. 

You probably want to:
• Leverage your webpresence to help you turn leads into sales...
•  Hire experts and support professionals to help you get to the next level...
•  Attract clients with an engaging and polished social media presence...
•   Create sought after and in demand signature  products and programs...
• Get clients by blogging, webinars, live streaming and other marketing strategies…

The danger in this stage is lack of planning and poor money management habits. So, 
knowing what you need is critical to making what you want a reality. 

What You Want Most Right Now is...  
Momentum!

It's all about figuring out what makes your business tick. You need clarity and action so 
you can create a solid foundation for growth.

You need to be able to answer the following questions... 

 • What do you want your lifestyle to look like?
 • How much money do you NEED to make to support your ideal lifestyle?
 • Who do you serve?
 • What are you selling to make money? 
 • When are you selling it?
  •  What will you say to sell it?
 • How will you manage it all? 

Routines & Systems that Consistently & Predictably Generate Content, 
Clients & Cashflow…

What You Need Most Right Now…



Support at this stage of your journey is designed to help you: 

• Gain clarity so you can effortlessly attract clients and cash
• Generate “automated” money so you can effortlessly hit your income goals month 

after month
• Generate “now money” so you generate cash on demand – whenever you need it
• Help you establish systems that prevent you from becoming a prisoner of your 

success
• Market & manage your business virtually hands free so you can be free to do the work 

and live a life you love

So how do we get started?
There are several convenient ways we can work together. Check out your options below.

How I Help You at This Stage…

The BEST place for you to start is…

At this stage in your journey it’s all about preparing you 
for long term and sustainable success. But, what’s most 
important is that you do it on YOUR terms. 

It’s time to get unstuck, get off the hamster wheel and 
build an online presence that helps you make a good 
living doing what you love without sacrificing what you 
need to be EPICally successful.

Learn More @  
ContentClientsandCasFlow.com
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Use the following checklist to help you launch your business.

OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT
Business Development

I’ve set up an appointment system to manage my appointments and allow prospects 
and customers to schedule their own appointments.

Branding

I’ve set identified my business vision and mission. My branding decisions must remain 
true to my vision and mission in order to provide a consistent and comprehensive image 
to prospects and customers.

I’ve set identified colors that best represent the brand I want to portray. These colors 
embody the vision and mission of my business along with the message I wish to convey.

I’ve chosen a brand name, business name, that is easy to remember, easy to spell, and 
can be registered as a domain name.

I have a solid understanding of who my target audience is and understand what their 
needs, interests, and goals are. I know how my branding efforts influence my unique 
target customer.

I know what differentiates me from my competition. I know what value I bring to my 
prospects. I can answer the following questions:

How do you benefit your clients?

Why do they like you?

Why do they buy from you?

I have created company-wide communication policies:

I’ve set up a centralized system for documenting routine tasks in my business a.k.a. 
Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs)

I’ve hired (or plan to hire) a ____________ coach.

Instead of a live coach, I’m taking advantage of:

• These policies have been shared with clients and are posted on our website so that 
clients know when it’s appropriate to reach me and when it isn’t.

• Group coaching
• A Facebook mastermind “closed” group
• A coaching membership site for my business type or niche
• Other _____________________________________
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I’ve created a logo, or hired someone to create a logo for me, that conveys my brand in a 
way that is simple and easy to understand. My brand colors are used in the logo and the 
logo supports my vision and mission. 

I’ve developed a brand purpose – a statement that highlights what I provide the market, 
how my business is different, and what makes my business distinct.

I’ve created a brand personality – a statement or list of characteristics that best describe 
my brand. My brand personality embraces elements of my personality so that I can 
create a stronger connection with my audience. A stronger connection results in a 
stronger brand.

I’ve created a brand promise – an emotional statement that connects prospects to my 
brand and my company.  My brand promise and message both evoke a positive emotion.

I’ve created a list, and a plan for each medium, to consistently integrate my brand into 
various branding opportunities and marketing efforts. These include:

I’ve created business hours and posted my schedule of availability for the year on my 
website.

I have let my customers know:

I’ve created an auto message so that when people email me after hours they know when 
they can expect to hear from me.

I’ve set up an appointment system so that prospects and clients can schedule 
themselves, saving me and my team time going back and forth.

Admin

I’ve organized and de-cluttered my inbox using labels and filters.

I’ve create a system for managing my calendar.

Social media profiles

Website

Blog name

Email signature

Phone message

Networking associations

How to contact me

The time frame in which to expect my response
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• off my computer
• out of my browsers

• Google Analytics
• Facebook insights

• Graphics resource “shortcut” systems
• Schedulers and organizers

1. _________________________

2. _________________________

3. _________________________

• Roboform
• LastPass

I have signed up with a central password manager:

I’ve double checked that the password I transcribed actually works!

I have taken ALL stored passwords:

I have created a schedule that eliminates unnecessary tasks and keeps priority tasks. 

I have given thought to my analytics, and I am using systems that work well for me- 
including:

I’ve installed Apps, software and systems to automate common functions as much as 
possible. This includes:

My standard operating procedures outline the people, processes and tools needed to 
complete routine tasks in my business.

I have made an offline, manual record of my new central password and stored it in:

____________________________________________________________________

I’ve set up my Virtual Office using PODIO to centralize and manage all the moving pieces 
of my online business including (but not limited to):
• Keeping track of important logins
• Documenting Standard Operating Procedures (S.O.P.s)
• Team member on-boarding information
• Keeping track of logos and other branding material
• Keeping track of my product/service inventory

I am taking care of offline aspects of my life also, for optimum performance, including:

Getting adequate rest
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Drinking at least 6-8 glasses of water a day

Relaxation activities and “down” time

I’ve outsourced or delegated tasks that I don’t need to perform personally:

I am using a project management system such as:

1. ______________________________________________________________________
2. ______________________________________________________________________
3. ______________________________________________________________________
4. ______________________________________________________________________
5. ______________________________________________________________________
6. ______________________________________________________________________
7. ______________________________________________________________________

• Dropbox
• Basecamp
• Huddle
• Other___________________________________

HR (Human Resources)

I am aware that the following roles may need to be filled at some point:

I have developed a company handbook to streamline the hiring and on-boarding process.

• Personal Assistant
• Online Business Manager
• Virtual Assistant(s)
• Marketing Specialist
• Tech Specialist
• Graphic Designer
• Blog Designer
• Lawyer/Accountant
• Event Manager

I understand the importance of staffing my weakness and am aware of what roles I need to 
outsource when I have the financial resources to do so.

I outsource by considering quality and return on investment, not based on the finding the 
“cheapest” offer. 

I’ve documented tasks that I no longer want to do and have written job descriptions in 
preparation for hiring roles to execute these tasks.

Daily exercise

Good food with leafy greens and protein
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I understand that there are 3 types of team members I can hire and the difference between 
each:

Although I may not be able to afford some of the help I need right now, I am saving to create 
an outsourcing budget. 

Contractor (Self-Employed 1099)

Thoroughly researched my competition and identified their products’ shortcomings, 
features, drawbacks and benefits (as well as price options)
Thoroughly tested every component and aspect of my product

Set up an easy, effective customer support system

Made the most of launch opportunities and platforms

Carefully priced my product for my market – and my competitors

Other ______________________________________________

Employee (Employed W-9)

Intern (Non compensated)

Research & Development (R&D)

I have ensured:
• There is a crying need for my offer (product, service or event)
• My offer is unique; or has one unique feature that makes it stand out from similar offers
• My product has a strong identity and branding

I have:
• Done my homework in research the market, what it needs and what it will bear
• Identified my specific target customer
• Determined the size of my niche and the number of my target customers – and projected 

sales

I have identified:
• Why I want to serve that particular market
• Who, exactly, I want to create products for
• What I can offer from my unique perspective and background
• Why I am the best person to bring this product to my market
• What’s “in it” for my customer, if she buys my product instead of my competitor’s
• __________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________

I have created interview questions to ask candidates
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ACCOUNTING & FINANCE

I scheduled time on my calendar each week, month and quarter to review my finances 
and analytics.

I have creating a pricing sheet that summarizes all of my offerings and their price points.

I've written a business plan that includes my start-up capital requirements.

I've opened my business bank accounts.

I've established a system for proper accounting procedures. I’ve found a system, like 
Quicken, to track my sales, expenses, and profits. 

I've identified a source of accounting help and knowledge. (Note: Consider hiring an 
accountant and maybe a bookkeeper.)

I've started the process of establishing business credit.

I've determined my payment processing system

I have sought input from:
• My potential customers and niche members
• My peers and networking contacts
• My team
• Industry experts
• Other _______________________________________________

I’ve identified the start-up expenses required and allocated capital for those 
requirements. 
I’ve identified financial goals, both short term and long term, and created a plan to 
achieve those goals.

I’ve opened my checking account. 

I’ve opened a savings account. 

I’ve established online banking.

I’ve registered for a payment processing system, i.e. PayPal.

I’ve linked my payment processing system to my business bank accounts.
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MARKETING & SALES

Website

Domain Set Up

I've created a list of potential domain names that end in .com.
• My chosen names are all professional and support my business vision, brand, and 

mission. 
• They’re easy to remember, easy to spell, and unique.

I've identified a preferred domain registrar service.
• My domain registrar is the same provider as my website host. 
• My domain registrar is not the same provider as my website host. (Note: If I didn’t 

register my domain name with the service provider who is providing my hosting 
services, I need to transfer my domain name to my chosen hosting service.)

I’ve chosen to register my domain as:

I’ve chosen a website host that meets my requirements including:

• Private 
• Public

• Web space - the amount of storage your website will require on the web server. 
• Bandwidth - the measure of traffic, both into and out of, your website. 
• Price
• Support, Uptime and Backup
• Telephone support 
• 24/7 Customer support
• An online trouble ticket/help desk system
• Email support

I’ve registered my domain(s) including my primary domain name and relevant and 
supporting domain names. For example, business.com, business.biz, business.net.

I’ve double checked to make sure my contact information is correct with my domain 
registrar. 

I’ve set my domains to auto-renew. This step prevents me from missing a notification 
email and accidentally losing my domain name.

I’ve verified my information in the Whois database. (Note: Unless you specified Whois 
privacy during the registration process, your contact information should show up on 
the master Whois database within 24 hours.) I’ve visited whois.domaintools.com and 
searched for my domain name to see how it appears in the Whois database.
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• High percentage of uptime 
• Daily automatic back-ups 
• Plan provides all the features I require

Secure Socket Layer (SSL) – A protocol used to provide extra security for ecommerce 
transactions. 

I’ve set up my business email addresses with my website host. It looks professional and 
has my URL in it, like sales@myurl.com. 

I’ve chosen a template, hired a designer, and/or put up a placeholder page so visitors will 
find information rather than a blank page.

I’ve chosen a reputable web host; I am not using a free or “cheap” web hosting service

My web hosting service is: _______________________________________________

I’ve installed my chosen theme and header image or I’ve hired a designer to create oe 
modify a theme. My theme has been activated as well. 

I’ve signed up for a Google account and followed the wizard to create analytics code for 
my blog.

I’ve set up a permalink structure that looks professional and is easy to understand and 
link to, http://www.sample.com/sample-post

I’ve created a blog page structure that supports my business and my visitors. These 
pages include:

• I’ve deleted all the default posts and links including “Hello World” post, and “Sample 
Page”.

• I’ve deleted default categories and tags and created relevant categories and tags 
including description text for each. I’ve changed “Uncategorized” to something useful 
and searchable.

I’ve cleaned the default site:

• Title
• Tagline
• Set URL to www
• Membership/registration
• Time zone
• Allowing or not allowing comments

I’ve modified the general settings to match my needs and goals including: 

Set Up & Installation

• About the site/me
• Privacy policy- there are plug-ins that can help here
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• Terms and conditions
• Disclaimer

I recognize the importance of securing my sites and logins before I do anything else.

• anti-spyware
• anti-malware
• anti-phishing
• firewall

I’ve installed a professional-level Anti-virus system with:

• The WordPress version from the website’s header – don’t tell people what version of 
WordPress you are running, especially if your version isn’t up to date.

• Remove your admin user name and replace it with a unique user name and 
password.

• Remove login link from my theme.

I’ve removed telltale signs that give hackers a clue about my site including:

I have changed the “Admin” username to something random or unguessable.

I’ve taken steps to protect my blog, including creating a unique password to log in and 
log in lockdown if someone repeatedly tries to log into my blog without the correct 
information. Deleting the “admin” account. Deleting the “log in” option

• Limit the number of login attempts an IP address can use within a specific timeframe.
• Add two-factor authentication, which will require you to enter an additional code to 

login. 
• Renamed the “wp-login.php” file to something else (such as “log-in.php”) so that 

hackers cannot know the correct login URL.

I’ve secured my login and installed plug-ins and systems that do one or more of the 
following:

• The Askimet comment spam filter
• A quality WordPress security login
• Ensuring I don’t leave my WordPress blog or website login name as “Admin”

I’ve taken steps to secure my WordPress installations against hackers and spammers by 
installing:

I have established a schedule for updating my Wordpress plug-ins(and WordPress 
version) regularly. 

I’ve added SSL for my WordPress Admin. (Note: You will need to contact your web host to 
have them implement a Secure Socket Layer for your WordPress Admin area.

Security
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• Scan my site regularly for virus and malware
• Update plug-ins and WordPress software
• Back-up my WordPress site regularly

I’ve established systems to:

• Website designers/developers
• WordPress Theme developers
• Ghost/Guest bloggers
• Virtual assistants

and

I utilize reputable and trustworthy providers including:

I’ve uninstalled and removed any and all unnecessary themes, plug-ins, and users. 

I’ve created a strong password to log into my site. It includes upper and lower case 
letters, numbers and special characters. My password has nothing to do with me or my 
personal life, so it cannot be guessed, and I have a system to change it at least once 
every 90 days. 

I’ve changed the default table prefix in the WordPress database, or had it changed for 
me, so that hackers cannot easily access my database. (Note: For a new Word Press 
installation, you can change the table prefix in the “wp-config.php” file before installing 
WordPress. If you have WordPress installed, visit WordPress.org for instructions.)

I’ve created systems to ensure my back-up system is working effectively and efficiently. 
Backing up your WordPress site isn’t a “set it and forget it” event. Create a system to 
regularly check to make sure your blog/site is backing up effectively.

I’ve made a list of all the products and services I offer, including their price points and 
promotional price points. I’ve created a system to organize my products/services and 
relevant prices. I’ve used:

Spreadsheets

Mind map

Flowchart

Notebook

Other__________

Each provider is given a unique password and username and administrative login 
information is changed after business with provider(s) is concluded.

I’ve employed the services of a reputable host with demonstrated security practices and 
systems in place and a reputation for secure hosting.

Sales (How will you turn subscribers into repeat customers?)
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• Up-sell – When, during your sales and marketing process can you offer the next 
higher priced product to your customer? 

• Cross sell – When, within the body of your sales funnel can you offer complimentary 
or supplementary products to your customer?

• Create special promotions – Where in your sales process and funnel can you 
introduce special promotions to your customers to help them move through your 
funnel?

• I’ve identified the price for this product or service. It’s a fair price that meets demand 
and solves a high level problem and provides a substantial value.

I’ve identified my most expensive product or service. This is the tip/bottom of my funnel 
and what all of my activities, products, and services funnel into.

I’ve identified a tiered product/service offering that gradually increases from free to my 
previously identified most expensive item. Each item provides value and builds upon 
itself to offer increasing value and benefit. 

For my free sign up gift. I have considered:

Sharing a sample, module or chapter of my product as my sign up gift

Ebook Group Coaching

Guide Other__________

Webinar

Ebook

Webinar series

Home Learning Product

Individual Coaching

Other_________________

Sharing the above as a prize in a pre-launch contest

Sharing a complete version of my product in a pre-launch contest

I’ve created an introductory product or service that meets my target audience’s 
basic needs.  It is set at an introductory price that my customers will be able to easily 
justify and part with.

• My product
• My customer

I’ve created a mid-level product or service that meets my target audience’s basic needs.  

I have planned my sales funnel to include 
future products, taking into account the “life 
cycle” of:

I’ve identified the problem solved, the target audience, and the benefit each product 
or service provides. (I’ve added this category to my organizational system to keep the 
information in one easy to access location.)

Looking at my product/service list, I’ve identified opportunities to:
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I’ve tested all elements of the sales funnel process including email links, sales page 
links, and how each element appears on various browsers. My shopping cart system is 
integrated into the sales material and emails and everything is working perfectly 

I’ve implemented a system of analytics and evaluation – I’ve created systems to collect 
data about:

I’ve scheduled a time each week/month/quarter to review the analytics and make any 
necessary tweaks or changes to my existing sales funnel. 

• Email messages click through rates
• Links and calls to action on sales pages
• Email open rate
• Squeeze page conversions
• Sales and profits for each customer and offer

and

• Newsletter
• eCourse
• Report
• eBook
• Audio
• Video
• Tutorials
• Webinars
• Other_________

• “Will the free offer I have in mind allow me to segue naturally into my paid offer (or 
into future paid offers)?”

• “Is this the absolute best type of offer for this particular type of subscriber?  Is there 
something better?”

I’ve created my freebie or free offer (or had it created for me) to introduce or pull people 
into the next tier of my funnel. The goal of this offer is to capture an email address.

I have asked myself the following questions:

Relationship ( How will they become subscribers & 1st time buyers?)

• Attention grabbing headline
• Compelling benefit driven copy
• Proof
• Motivation to act now, for example a limited number, or a limited time offer
• Call to action

I’ve created my sales page for each offer. It includes:
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I am ready to build long term, returning customers and promote my future products or 
packages with my irresistible free offer!

• Newsletter/email format
• Image/graphics
• Unsubscribe policy and procedure
• Subscribe policy/procedure. For example do you require a double opt-in? 
• Disclaimers/copyright statement
• Social media connections have been enabled.

I’ve researched and identified the autoresponder technology that will help me create 
an effective and efficient email marketing system. For example, AWeber. I’ve created an 
account and/or set up my account with the service provider, including:

• Motivating affiliate sales
• Driving traffic to a sales page
• Driving traffic to my blog/website
• Selling/promoting a product
• Other:______________

I’ve identified my goal for my email marketing strategy and each message sent to 
subscribers. I’m

• Download
• Freebie
• Special offer/promotion
• The promise of fantastic content
• Other__________

I know who my email list is targeting and I’ve implemented measures to motivate 
subscriptions. Including:

Email Marketing

• “Have I paid attention to their budget?  Learning style?  Level of expertise in that 
niche?”

• “What is the Big Take-away for this group?  What will make them say “that alone was 
worth the download!”?”

• “Will it leave them hungry for the next step?  For more?”

• “Will it boost their confidence enough to make them feel ready for my next-step paid 
offer?”

• “Does it say what it has to – and no more?”

• Other _______________________________________________________
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• This schedule is one that I can follow through on by writing the content myself and 
managing the newsletter or by hiring assistance. 

• This schedule includes the day(s) and time(s) each email message will be sent.

I’ve established a content/email schedule that consistently provides value and helps me 
reach my email marketing goals. 

I’ve tested each email and made sure that:

My links work

My email isn’t perceived as SPAM and placed in junk email folders

My email, whether delivered in text or html, looks good on all browsers

My from line is clear and apparent – people know who is sending them an email

I’ve defined my Email Marketing Message. I’ve created a list of email topics that engage 
my subscribers and provide value. I know what my audience wants to know and I’ve 
created an email content plan to achieve it.

I’ve Implemented Analytics and am using Google Analytics or my email service provider 
provides the data that I need to evaluate the success of each email I sent. A time has 
been scheduled on my weekly/monthly calendar to review the analytics and make 
necessary adjustments to my email marketing campaign and strategy.

My email messages have attention grabbing and effective subject lines. Each email 
message has a test subject line so I can determine what my audience best responds to.

I’ve included a call to action in each email message sent to subscribers. The call to action 
clearly tells readers what they should do next and there are compelling reasons to take 
action now.

I’ve created engaging content that supports my goals for my email marketing strategy. 
This content provides value and motivates readers to not only remain subscribers but to 
also take action. 

• I’ve established a timeline that takes into consideration the most effective time to 
deliver each message. 

• I’ve identified the format, goal, and call to action for each message.

I’ve created automated email messages that follow up with new subscribers with a thank 
you page and follow up messages to transition them to the first product in my sales 
funnel. 
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Discovery (Traffic Strategies – How will they find you?)

Website
• I understand my website is my front end and it has to get my paying clients or customers 

“through the door”

• Leaks
• Distractions
• Clutter

I have analyzed my site for unnecessary: 

I have ensured I write a strong, specific call to action with and/or in my actual sign up box

My sign up box stands out irresistibly (not like a sore thumb)

My sign up box does not blend into the background and is highly visible!

My sign up box asks for the minimum of information - and requires the minimum number 
of clicks

My sign up box action button does not contain the generic “Submit”: Instead, it contains a 
compelling and dynamic action word that reminds my visitor of the reason to subscribe

• That I actually DO have a sign up box
• If there is a better position for it to occupy

I have analyzed the placement of my sign up box and determined: 

• A useful or appealing free gift
• A special offer
• A “big benefit”
• A Newsletter my visitor really needs
• Other _______________________________________

My call to action provides a powerful motivator to sign up: For example… 

• Reinforce its message
• Make any virtual offer feel real and tangible

I have included a relevant graphic with my sign up box to:

I have made a note of items and elements I can remove and scheduled these for 
elimination

I have revised or rewritten my web copy as needed to make sure it focuses on my ideal 
visitor

I have made sure each web page contains only the necessary information my visitor 
wants and is looking for
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My entire website is cohesive and focused, reinforcing my branding and my branding 
message.

I have kept my writing real and dynamic, avoiding clichés, overused phrases and 
industry jargon

I’ve established a marketing strategy to connect with customers as they move through 
the funnel to up-sell and help them take the next step

I’ve chosen a Facebook name that is consistent with my business. Customers will be able 
to easily identify my business Facebook page and profile.

I’ve created an "About" page that embraces my company brand, voice, and 
communicates current and relevant information about my business.

I’ve created a vanity URL that I can use to promote my Facebook page. My vanity URL, 
example Facebook.com/yourbusinessname, is professional, consistent and apparent to 
my customers. (Go to Admin panel, Edit page, and update info to set your Vanity URL.

I’ve designed and branded my Facebook page with current photos, my logo and other 
images that represent my business. My cover photo and header image are professional 
and relevant to my business. My tagline is present on my Facebook page.

I have an eye-catching, relevant headline

I’ve created a schedule and content plan that is used to drive traffic and enter my 
prospects into my sales funnel. It includes:

• Drive traffic to my site
• Provide valuable content
• Promote/sell products
• Build my opt-in list
• Other__________

Facebook

I’ve created a content schedule that provides a steady and consistent flow of valuable 
content that supports my goals and message.

I’ve set aside time each day so that I can consistently connect with potential prospects 
and build my following while building my business and reaching my marketing goals. For 
example, I’ve set aside fifteen minutes two times each day to share, comment, and post. 
I’ve scheduled one post for each day of the week.
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• This message supports my brand and is authentic. 
• This message is engaging and provides value to my friends and followers.

I’ve established a message for my Facebook page that supports my goals for Facebook 
marketing. 

I’ve Integrated Facebook with my other marketing tactics including:

• Content
• Delivery/posting time
• Clicks
• Subscribes
• And measuring my results as they relate to my specific Facebook goals.

I created systems to test and track my Facebook marketing results. I’m testing for:

• I’ve created my LinkedIn Profile page. 

I’ve leveraged technology and automated as much of the process as possible. For 
example, my weekly email newsletter is posted on Facebook.

I’ve customized my Twitter background with my business logo or an image that is 
relevant to my business. 

I’ve created my Twitter profile. My profile includes my name, my location, and a short bio

or statement about me and my business. It also includes a link to my blog or website. 

It includes a lengthy summary about me and/or my business.

It includes contact information. 

It includes references/recommendations/endorsements. 

It includes a recent and professional photo

Twitter
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• Drive traffic to my site
• Provide valuable content
• Build my opt-in list
• Establish credibility and authority
• Other__________

I’ve created a goal for both my Twitter and LinkedIn social media marketing activities.
I intend to use them to:

• This message supports my brand and is authentic. 
• This message is engaging and provides value to my friends and followers.

I’ve established a message for my Twitter and LinkedIn activities that supports my goals 
for each site.

• My blog
• My website
• My email signature
• My email marketing
• Facebook
• Other__________

I’ve Integrated Twitter and LinkedIn with my other marketing tactics including:

• Content
• Delivery/posting time
• Clicks
• Subscribes
• And measuring my results as they relate to my specific LinkedIn and Twitter goals.

I created systems to test and track my Twitter and LinkedIn marketing results. I’m testing 
for:

I’ve created a content schedule that provides a steady and consistent flow of valuable 
content that supports my goals and message. This content schedule includes searchable 
hashtags for Twitter content. For LinkedIn, consider answering questions or joining 
groups and providing content for a unique and specific audience. 

I’ve set aside time each day so that I can consistently connect with potential prospects 
and build my following while building my business and reaching my marketing goals. For 
example, I’ve set aside time during my day/week to post unique and valuable content.

I’ve leveraged technology and automated as much of the process as possible. For 
example, I’ve scheduled Twitter posts in advance using HootSuite and linked those 
tweets to my Facebook page. 

Congratulations! You are ready to scale and sell so you can truly create a business that can 
run profitably with or without you.

I’m ready to be a Savvy Shero!


